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Abstract. For most of the time since they were proposed, it was
widely believed that hyperelliptic curve cryptosystems (HECC) carry a
substantial performance penalty compared to elliptic curve cryptosys-
tems (ECC) and are, thus, not too attractive for practical applications.
Only quite recently improvements have been made, mainly restricted
to curves of genus 2. The work at hand advances the state-of-the-art
considerably in several aspects. First, we generalize and improve the
closed formulae for the group operation of genus 3 for HEC defined
over fields of characteristic two. For certain curves we achieve over 50%
complexity improvement compared to the best previously published
results. Second, we introduce a new complexity metric for ECC and
HECC defined over characteristic two fields which allow performance
comparisons of practical relevance. It can be shown that the HECC
performance is in the range of the performance of an ECC; for specific
parameters HECC can even possess a lower complexity than an ECC at
the same security level. Third, we describe the first implementation of a
HEC cryptosystem on an embedded (ARM7) processor. Since HEC are
particularly attractive for constrained environments, such a case study
should be of relevance.

Keywords: Hyperelliptic curves, explicit formulae, comparison HECC
vs. ECC, efficient implementation

1 Introduction

In 1976 Diffie and Hellman [DH76] revolutionized the field of cryptography by
introducing the concept of public-key cryptography. Their key exchange pro-
tocol is based on the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm (DL) problem
over a finite field. Years later, [Mil86,Kob87] introduced a variant of the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange, based on the difficulty of the DL problem in the group
of points of an elliptic curve (EC) over a finite field. Since their introduction,
elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECC) have been extensively studied not only by
the research community but also in industry. In particular, there are several
standards involving EC, such as the IEEE P1363 [P1399] standardization effort
and the bank industry standards [ANS99]. It is important to point out that ECC
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benefit from shorter operand sizes when compared to RSA or DL based systems.
This fact makes ECC particularly well suited for small processors and memory
constrained environments.

In 1988 Koblitz suggested for the first time the generalization of EC to curves
of higher genus, namely hyperelliptic curves (HEC) [Kob88]. In contrast to the
EC case, it has only been until recently that Koblitz’s idea to use HEC for
cryptographic applications, has been analyzed and implemented both in soft-
ware [Kri97,SS98,SSI98,Eng99,SS00] and in more hardware-oriented platforms
such as FPGAs [Wol01,BCLW02]. In 1999, [Sma99] concluded that there seems
to be little practical benefit in using HEC, because of the difficulty of finding
hyperelliptic curves and their relatively poor performance when compared to
EC. However, quite recently the efficiency of the HEC group operation has been
improved [Har00,MDM+02,Tak02,Lan02a]. It is well known that the best algo-
rithm to compute the discrete logarithm in generic groups such as the Jacobian
of a HEC is Pollard’s rho method or one of its parallel variants [Pol78,vOW99].
For curves of genus higher than four, [Gau00] showed that there exists an algo-
rithm with complexity O(q2) where Fq is the field over which the HEC is defined.
Thus, in this work, we only consider HEC of genus less than four, as curves of
higher genus are potentially insecure from a cryptographic point of view.

It is widely accepted that for most cryptographic applications based on EC
or HEC one needs a group order of size at least ≈ 2160. Thus, for HECC over
Fq we will need at least g · log2 q ≈ 2160, where g is the genus of the curve. In
particular, for a curve of genus two, we will need a field Fq with |Fq| ≈ 280, i.e.,
80-bit long operands. Similarly, for curves of genus three, our discussion above
implies 54-bit long operands. These field sizes make HEC specially promising
for use in embedded environments where memory and speed are constrained,
and where the above operand sizes seem well suited to their small processor
architectures.

Our Main Contributions

Genus 3 group operations: The work at hand presents for the first time gen-
eralized explicit formulae for genus-3 curves including fields of characteristic
2. For certain curves our group doubling formula saves more than 66% of
the field multiplications compared to [KGM+02].

New complexity metric for HECC and ECC: We introduce a new metric
for HECC and ECC over characteristic two fields which is based on an atomic
operation count rather than on the (theoretical) bit complexity or specific
timings. The most interesting results: (a) under certain conditions genus-3
hyperelliptic curves are faster than ECC at the same level of security and
(b) these HEC are faster than genus-2 curves.

HECC implementation on an embedded platform: We support our the-
oretical findings with a HECC implementation on an ARM7TDMI, which is
one of the most popular embedded processors. Our implementation uses the
best explicit formulae for genus-2 and genus-3 curves.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
contributions dealing with previous implementations and comparisons of HECC
and ECC. Section 3 gives a brief overview of the mathematical background re-
lated to HECC. Section 4 and 5 present our new explicit formulae for genus-3
curves and a theoretical comparison between ECC and HECC. Section 6 intro-
duces the implementation of HECC on embedded processors. Finally, we end
this contribution with a discussion of our results and some conclusions.

2 Previous Work

In this section, we summarize previous improvements of the group operation of
genus-2 and genus-3 curves, earlier theoretical comparisons between ECC and
HECC, and other HECC implementations.

Improvements to HECC Group Operations
Table 1 summarizes the efforts made to date to speed up genus-2 curves. I refers
to inversion, M to multiplication, S to squaring, and M/S to multiplications
or squarings, since squarings are assumed to be of the same complexity as a
multiplication in these publications. For more details on previous improvements
made to the explicit formulae the interested reader is referred to [PWGP03]

For genus-3 hyperelliptic curves of odd characteristic the only improvement
over Cantor’s algorithm was presented in [KGM+02]. The authors adopted the
methods from [MDM+02,Har00] to obtain the speed-up. The operation com-
plexity for genus-3 curves is summarized in Table 3.

Theoretical Comparisons
In [SSI98], the authors clarified practical advantages of hyperelliptic cryptosys-
tems when compared to ECC and to RSA. To our knowledge this is the first
and only contribution that investigates in detail the theoretical complexity of
ECC and HECC. They estimated the cost of different cryptosystems based on
the number of bit operations. In their work they used Cantor’s formula and the
cost of one multiplication in F2n was assumed to take n2 bit operations. One of
the estimated theoretical results shows that genus-3 curves needed three times
as many bit operations as elliptic curves. We want to point out that this publi-
cation used supersingular curves1 and curves of genus higher than 4 which today
are believed to be insecure due to the attacks presented in [FR94,Gau00,Gal01].

In the following years further analyses of the complexity of HECC were pub-
lished. A theoretical analysis of the computational efficiency of the arithmetic
on hyperelliptic curves is derived in [Eng99]. In [SS00], the authors implemented
hyperelliptic curve cryptosystems and analyzed the complexity of the group law
on Jacobians JC(Fp) and JC(F2n). Moreover, they verified their theoretical com-
plexity estimates with a HECC implementation and with the theoretical analysis
1 [Gal01] gives some arguments against using supersingular hyperelliptic curves in

cryptographic applications.
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done by Enge in [Eng99]. More recent papers present timings for HECC using
explicit formulae and compared HECC to ECC [Lan02a]. However, these com-
parisons were based on the implementation timings.

Table 1. Speeding up group operations on hyperelliptic curves of genus two.

field curve cost
charac. properties addition doubling

Cantor [Nag00] general 3I + 70M/S 3I + 76M/S

Nagao [Nag00] odd h(x) = 0, fi ∈ F2 1I + 55M/S 1I + 55M/S

Harley [Har00] odd h(x) = 0 2I + 27M/S 2I + 30M/S

Matsuo et al.
[MCT01]

odd h(x) = 0 2I + 25M/S 2I + 27M/S

Miyamoto et al.
[MDM+02]

odd h(x) = 0, f4 = 0 I + 26M/S I + 27M/S

Takahashi
[Tak02]

odd h(x) = 0 I + 25M/S I + 29M/S

Lange [Lan02a] general hi ∈ F2, f4 = 0 I + 22M + 3S I + 22M + 5S
two hi ∈ F2, f4 = 0 I + 22M + 2S I + 20M + 4S

Lange [Lan02b] general hi ∈ F2, f4 = 0 47M + 4S(40M + 3S)2 40M + 6S
two hi ∈ F2, f4 = 0 46M + 2S 33M + 6S

Lange [Lan02c] odd hi ∈ F2, f4 = 0 47M + 7S(36M + 5S)2 34M + 7S
even h2 �= 0, hi ∈ F2, f4 = 0 46M + 4S(35M + 5S)2 35M + 6S
even h2 = 0, hi ∈ F2, f4 = 0 44M + 6S(34M + 6S)2 29M + 6S

To our knowledge there is no theoretical complexity comparison between
ECC and HECC published that uses the explicit formulae for HECC and com-
pares HECC and ECC in terms of processor instructions, such as shift and XOR
operations. Hence, this comparison is processor independent and can be adapted
to any platform.

HECC Implementations
Since HEC cryptosystems were proposed, there have been several software im-
plementations on general purpose machines and, only recently, publications deal-
ing with hardware implementations of HECC. To our knowledge there has not
been any work dealing with the implementation of HEC on embedded systems.
The results of previous HECC software implementations are summarized in Ta-
ble 2. Detailed information about previously made HECC implementations can
be found in [PWGP03].

The first HECC hardware architectures were proposed in [Wol01]. The per-
formance of a hardware-based genus two hyperelliptic curve coprocessor over
F2113 was presented in [BCLW02]. The FPGA was clocked at 45 MHz and re-
quired 4750 clock cycles for a group addition and 4050 clock cycles for a group
doubling operation.
2 mixed addition
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Table 2. Execution times of recent HEC implementations in software.

reference processor genus field tscalarmult. in ms

[Kri97] Pentium@100MHz 2 F264 520
3 F242 1200
4 F231 1100

[SS98] Alpha@467MHz 3 F259 83.3
3 F289 25700
3 F2113 37900
4 F241 96.6

Pentium-II@300MHz 3 F259 11700
4 F241 10900

[SS00] Alpha21164A@600MHz 3 Fp(log2 p = 60) 98
3 F259 40
4 F241 43

[MCT01] PentiumIII@866MHz 2 186-bit OEF 1.98
[MDM+02] PentiumIII@866MHz 2 186-bit OEF 1.69
[KGM+02] Alpha21264@667MHz 3 F261−1 0.932
[Lan02a] Pentium-IV@1.5GHz 2 F2160 18.875

2 F2180 25.215
2 Fp(log2 p = 160) 5.663
2 Fp(log2 p = 180) 8.162

3 Mathematical Background

In this section we present an elementary introduction to some of the theory
of hyperelliptic curves over finite fields of arbitrary characteristic, restricting
attention to material that is relevant for this work. For more details the reader
is referred to [Kob89,Kob98].

3.1 HECC and the Jacobian

Let F be a finite field, and let F be the algebraic closure of F. A hyperelliptic
curve C of genus g ≥ 1 over F is the set of solutions (u, v) ∈ F×F to the equation

C : v2 + h(u)v = f(u)

Such a curve is said to be non-singular if there are no pairs (u, v) ∈ F × F which
simultaneously satisfy the equation of the curve C and the partial differential
equations 2v + h(u) = 0 and h′(u)v − f ′(u) = 0. The polynomial h(u) ∈ F[u] is
of degree at most g and f(u) ∈ F[u] is a monic polynomial of degree 2g + 1. For
odd characteristic it suffices to let h(u) = 0 and to have f(u) square free.

A divisor D =
∑

miPi, mi ∈ Z, is a finite formal sum of F-points. Its degree
is the sum of the coefficients

∑
mi. The set of all divisors form an Abelian

group denoted by D(C). The set of divisors of degree zero will be denoted by
D

0 ⊂ D(C).
Every rational function on the curve gives rise to a divisor of degree zero,

consisting of the formal sum of the poles and zeros of the function. Such divi-
sors are called principal and the set of all principal divisors is denoted by P. If
D1, D2 ∈ D

0 then we write D1 ∼ D2 if D1 − D2 ∈ P; D1 and D2 are said to
be equivalent divisors. Now, we can define the Jacobian of C as the quotient
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group D
0/P. If we want to define the Jacobian over F, denoted by JC(F), we say

that a divisor D =
∑

miPi is defined over F (sometimes also called a F-divisor
or rational divisor) if Dσ =

∑
miP

σ
i is equal to D for all automorphisms σ of

F over F. Notice that this does not mean that each Pσ
i is equal to Pi, σ may

permute the points.
In [Can87], Cantor shows that each element of the Jacobian can be repre-

sented in the form D =
∑r

i=1 Pi − r · ∞ such that for all i �= j, Pi and Pj are
not symmetric points. Such a divisor is called a semi-reduced divisor. Cantor
concludes that from the Riemann-Roch Theorem follows that each element of
the Jacobian can be represented uniquely by such a divisor, subject to the addi-
tional constraint r ≤ g. Such divisors are referred to as reduced divisors. Finally,
[Can87] shows that the divisors of the Jacobian can be represented as a pair
of polynomials a(u) and b(u) with deg b(u) < deg a(u) ≤ g, with a(u) dividing
v2 + h(u)v − f(u) and where the coefficients of a(u) and b(u) are elements of
F [Mum84] (notice that in our particular application F is a finite field). In the
remainder of this paper, a divisor D represented by polynomials will be denoted
by div(a, b).

3.2 Group Operations on a Jacobian

This section gives a brief description of the algorithms used for adding and
doubling divisors on JC(F). These group operations will be performed in two
steps. First we have to find a semi-reduced divisor D′ = div(a′, b′), such that
D′ ∼ D1 +D2 = div(a1, b1) + div(a2, b2) in the group JC(F). In the second step
we have to reduce the semi-reduced divisor D′ = div (a′, b′) to an equivalent
divisor D = (a, b). Algorithm 1 describes the group addition.

Algorithm 1 Group addition
Require: D1 = div(a1, b1), D2 = div(a2, b2)
Ensure: D = div(a, b) = D1 + D2

1: d = gcd(a1, a2, b1 + b2 + h) = s1a1 + s2a2 + s3(b1 + b2 + h)
2: a′

0 = a1a2/d2

3: b′
0 = [s1a1b2 + s2a2b1 + s3(b1b2 + f)]d−1(moda′

0)
4: while deg a′

k > g do

5: a′
k =

f−b′
k−1h−(b′

k−1)2

a′
k−1

6: b′
k = (−h − b′

k−1) mod a′
k

7: end while
8: Output (a = a′

k, b = b′
k)

Doubling a divisor is easier than general addition and therefore, Steps 1,2, and
3 of Algorithm 1 can be simplified. The formulae given for the group operation
of HECC can be written explicitly as previously mentioned. In Section 4 we
develop explicit formulae of Cantor’s Algorithm for genus-3 curves. For security
considerations of the HEC used see [PWGP03].
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4 Speed-up for Genus-3 Curves

In this section we briefly outline the ideas of [GH00] and [KGM+02] which are
the starting point for our improvements. In [GH00], the authors noticed that
one can reduce the number of operations required to add/double divisors by
distinguishing between possible cases according to the properties of the input
divisors. This technique is combined with the use of the Karatsuba multiplica-
tion algorithm [KO63] and the Chinese remainder theorem to further reduce the
complexity of the overall group operations. The work of [GH00] was generalized
by [KGM+02] to genus-3 curves defined over odd characteristic fields. In par-
ticular, they notice that for genus-3 curves there are 6 possible choices for the
degree of the input polynomials to Algorithm 1 and that further classification
according to the common factors of the polynomials would lead to about 70 sub-
cases. However, they only consider the most frequent cases3 which occur with
overwhelming probability of 1 − O(1/q) ≈ 1 − 2−60 for genus-3 curves over F260 .
For the remaining cases, they use Cantor’s algorithm.

In this work, we further optimize the formulae of [KGM+02] and generalize
them to arbitrary characteristic. Table 7 presents the explicit formulae for a
group addition and Table 8 those for a group doubling. The formulae shown in
the tables are based on the assumption that hi ∈ {0, 1}, where i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and
that f6 is equal to zero. The latter can be achieved by substituting x′ = x + f6

7 .
The coefficient is still included in the algorithm for completeness.

Our improvements are based on the following techniques [PWGP03]:

1. Montgomery’s trick of simultaneous inversions [Coh93, Algorithm 10.3.4]
2. Reordering of normalization step [Tak02]
3. Karatsuba multiplication
4. Calculation of the resultant using Bezout’s matrix
5. Choice of HEC

Table 3. Comparing the complexity of the group operations on HEC of genus three.

field curve cost
characteristic properties addition doubling

Cantor [Nag00] general h(x) = 0, fi ∈ F2 4I + 200M/S 4I + 207M/S

Nagao [Nag00] odd 2I + 154M/S 2I + 146M/S

Kuroki et al.
[KGM+02]

odd h(x) = 0, f6 = 0 I + 81M/S I + 74M/S

This work general hi ∈ F2, f6 = 0 I + 70M + 6S I + 61M + 10S
(Tables 7, 8) two hi ∈ F2, f6 = 0 I + 65M + 6S I + 53M + 10S

two h(x) = 1, f6 = 0 I + 65M + 6S I + 14M + 11S

3 For addition the inputs are two co-prime polynomials of degree 3, for doubling the
input is a square free polynomial of degree 3
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As a summary we include the computational cost of all the published results
for genus-3 curves in Table 3. Compared to [KGM+02], we save 5 multiplications
in the addition algorithm and 3 multiplications in the doubling algorithm even
though our formulae are more general.

5 Comparing ECC and HECC

In the past, providing complexity measures and, thus, comparisons between ECC
and HECC was a difficult undertaking. The operations involved in both systems
were very different (different field orders, field operations vs. operations with
polynomials, etc.). Furthermore, measures such as the bit complexity often pro-
vide very little information about the de facto complexity in actual implemen-
tations. The underlying motivation for the work described in the following was
the development of a more accurate metric for practical purposes. All operations
which are computationally expensive will be expressed in terms of atomic opera-
tions (AOPS), such as processor word-SHIFTs and XORs. In particular, we will
decompose field multiplications into AOPS. This provides a metric which allows
a comparison of fields of different sizes which is crucial for comparing ECC and
HECC with equal level of security. The approach possesses the advantage that
it accurately counts the actual elementary processor operations (as opposed to
the more theoretical bit complexity), while at the same time avoiding processor
and implementation-dependent “tricks” which can skew comparisons that are
merely based on timings. In summary, we believe we developed a method which
allows accurate predictions of the performance on a given processor without the
laborious task of actually implementing the cryptosystem. The accuracy of the
new metric is demonstrated by a mere 12% difference between our theoretical
and practical results.

The number of atomic operations is denoted as AOPS. In our comparison we
make the following assumptions:

1. We only consider fields of characteristic two and thus neglect the cost of
squaring.

2. We perform field multiplications with Algorithm 5 published4 in [LD00]. This
algorithm requires 3 + 2(w/4 − 1) word-SHIFTs and s(11 + n/4) + 8(2s − 1)
word-XORs, where w is the word size of processor and s = 	 n

w 
 is the number
of words needed to represent an element of the underlying field F2n .

3. We express the cost of one field inversion as m field multiplications and
denote the ratio of multiplications to inversions as MI-ratio.

Based on the assumptions stated above, the complexity of the group oper-
ations of HEC and EC are summarized. Referring to Tables 7 and 8, a divisor
addition for a genus-3 curve requires 1I+65M and doubling needs 1I+53M (us-
ing a curve with h = 1, doubling needs only 1I + 14M). Assuming that the cost
4 To our knowledge this is the fastest published multiplication algorithm for finite

fields of characteristic two.
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of one field inversion is equivalent to m field multiplications, leads to (65+m)M
and (53 + m)M for addition and doubling, respectively. Due to the higher ex-
tension of the underlying field used for genus-2 curves, a different MI-ratio l is
used. This leads to (22 + l)M for a divisor addition and (20 + l)M for a divisor
doubling. The number of inversions and multiplications for a group operation
on EC heavily depends on the chosen coordinate system. For completeness we
summarize the number of required operations in Table 4.

Table 4. Field operations required in each coordinate system [HHM00]

Coordinate system EC Addition EC Doubling
general mixed coord.

Affine coordinates 1I + 2M 1I + 2M

Standard projective coordinates [CC87,CMO98] 13M 12M 7M

Jacobian projective coordinates [CC87,CMO98] 15M 5M

New projective coordinates [LD99] 14M 9M 4M

Figure 1 illustrates the number of operations for a scalar multiplication on
a 32-bit processor depending on the MI-ratios. The scalar multiplication with
an n-bit scalar is realized by the sliding window method with an approximated
cost of n ·doublings +0.2 ·n ·additions for a 4-bit window size [BSS99]. Figure 1
allows to estimate the efficiency of an ECC or a HECC built on top of a given
field library by comparing the different MI-ratios.

In general we can draw the following conclusions from this comparison:

1. ECC with projective coordinates is in almost all cases the most efficient
cryptosystem.

2. Scalar multiplication of genus-3 HEC with h(x) = 1 always outperforms
genus-2 HEC.

3. Genus-3 HECC scalar multiplication is in most cases faster than ECC using
affine coordinates.

4. For field libraries with very high MI-ratio, ECC using Jacobian projective
is more efficient than genus-3 HEC. However, for low MI-ratios the HECC
scalar multiplication becomes less expensive.

6 HECC on Embedded Systems

With the predicted advent of ubiquitous computing, embedded processors will
play an increasingly important role in providing security functions. Due to their
relatively short operand lengths, HECC are particularly well suited for embedded
processors which are typically computationally constrained. We chose a repre-
sentative of the popular ARM processor family for our implementation. The
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Fig. 1. Cost of a scalar multiplication for different MI-ratios and cryptosystems in
AOPS (32-bit µP, group order ≈ 2190)

purpose was twofold. First, we wanted to provide actual timings of a highly op-
timized HEC implementation. Secondly, we wanted to validate our complexity
metric.

The ARM7TDMI@80MHz5 processor environment was chosen to implement
both elliptic and hyperelliptic curve cryptosystems. For the elliptic curve case we
used curves over F2191 and Jacobian projective coordinates. The most efficient
explicit formulae were implemented in the case of HECC. For genus-3 curves the
polynomial h(x) equals one. The group orders range from 2162 to 2190. Table 5
presents timings for divisor addition, divisor doubling and scalar multiplication
on the ARMulator. To our knowledge these are the first published timings for
HECC on an embedded processor.

To theoretically determine the most efficient cryptosystem based on the tim-
ings given in Table 6, one can either use Figure 1 or calculate the necessary
number of AOPS. Considering a finite field F263 for a genus-3 HEC, 619, 402
AOPS are needed to calculate one scalar multiplication. HECC of genus 2 with
the underlying field F295 will take 1, 049, 028 AOPS, and ECC over F2191 us-
ing Jacobian projective coordinates requires 699, 060 AOPS. Thus, we expect

5 Depending on the features of processor board, the performance numbers can differ.
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HECC of genus-2 to be a factor of 1.5 slower and genus-3 HECC a factor of 1.1
faster than ECC. Genus-2 HECC is expected to be 1.5-times slower than genus-3
HECC.

Table 5. Timings of group operations with ARMulator ARM7TDMI@80MHz (explicit
formulae)

Genus Field Group order Group addition Group doubling Scalar. mult.
in µs in µs in ms6

F254 2162 914 317 90
F255 2165 917 319 91

3 F259 2177 1180 415 126
F260 2180 921 324 100
F261 2183 1183 417 130
F263 2189 925 329 106
F281 2162 618 628 128
F283 2166 732 756 157

2 F288 2176 749 774 170
F291 2182 754 778 177
F295 2190 641 650 155

1 F2191 2191 598 358 100

The timings for a scalar multiplication of genus-3 curves over F263 and of
genus-2 curves over F295 are compared with the performance of the ECC scalar
multiplication over F2191 . HECC of genus 3 is a factor of 1.1 and HECC of genus
2 is a factor of 1.5 slower than ECC. Furthermore, a divisor scalar multiplication
on a HEC of genus 2 performs a factor of 1.5 worse than a genus-3 HECC. The
deviation of our implementation and the theoretical findings is at most 12%.
Thus, we can conclude that our theoretical estimates were quite accurate.

Table 6. Timings of the field library and corresponding MI-ratios. All timings in µs
assuming a 80MHz clock rate.

Field Multiplication Inversion MI-ratio
F263 11.5 73.7 6.4
F295 19.3 157.2 8.2
F2191 50.7 469.9 9.3

6 A further speed-up can be achieved by the use of special reduction routines targeting
a fixed irreducible polynomial.
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7 Conclusions

In this contribution, we were able to close the gap between the performance
of HECC and ECC. In particular, an improvement of the explicit formulae for
arbitrary characteristic for the case of genus-3 hyperelliptic curves was presented.
For certain curves over fields of characteristic 2, the efficiency of the doubling
algorithm could be enhanced drastically. This increased the performance of a
scalar multiplication by over 50% compared to [KGM+02].

A theoretical comparison of ECC to HECC with coefficients in F2m assuming
the currently fastest algorithms for field operations was also presented. An im-
portant finding is that HECC can reach about the same throughput than ECC
and that genus-3 HECC with h(x) = 1 are always faster than genus-2 HECC.
However, the properties of the field libraries are the key to determine the overall
performance of ECC and HECC.

The theoretical results are confirmed by the first implementation of genus-2
and genus-3 curves on an embedded processor.
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A Explicit Formulae for Genus Three HEC

The explicit formulae for the group operations on HEC of genus 3 and arbitrary
characteristic as well as the most efficient formulae for doubling on a HEC with
h(x) = 1 for characteristic two is presented in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Explicit formulae for adding on a HEC of genus three

Input Weight three reduced divisors D1 = (u1, v1) and D2 = (u2, v2)

h = x3 + h2x2 + h1x + h0, where hi ∈ F2;

f = x7 + f5x5 + f4x4 + f3x3 + f2x2 + f1x + f0;
Output A weight three reduced divisor D3 = (u3, v3) = D1 + D2
Step Procedure Cost

1 Resultant r of u1 and u2
(Bezout)

12M + 2S

2 Almost inverse inv =
r/u1 mod u2

4M

3 s′ = rs ≡ (v2 − v1)inv mod
u2 (Karatsuba)

11M

4 s = (s′/r) and make s monic I + 6M + 2S
5 z = su1 6M

6 u′ = [s(z + w4(h + 2v1)) −
w5((f − v1h − v2

1)/u1)]/u2

15M

7 v′ = −(w3z+h+v1) mod u′ 8M

8 u′, i.e. u3 = (f − v′h −
v′2)/u′

5M + 2S

9 v3 = −(v′ + h) mod u3 3M

Total in fields of arbitrary charac-
teristic

I + 70M + 6S

in fields of characteristic 2 I + 65M + 6S

Table 8. Explicit formulae for doubling on HEC of genus three

Input A weight three reduced divisors D1 = (u1, v1)

h = x3 + h2x2 + h1x + h0, where hi ∈ F2;

f = x7 + f5x5 + f4x4 + f3x3 + f2x2 + f1x + f0;
Output A weight three reduced divisor

D2 = (u2, v2) = [2]D1
Step Procedure Cost

1 Resultant r of u1 and h + 2v1 (Bezout) 6M + 2S
2 Almost inverse inv = r/(h + 2v1) mod u1 4M

3 z = ((f − hv1 − v2
1)/u1) mod u1 7M + 2S

4 s′ = zinv mod u1 (Karatsuba) 11M

5 s = (s′/r) and make s monic I + 6M + 2S
6 G = su1 6M

7 u′ = u
−2
1 [(G + w4v1)2 + w4hG + w5(hv1 − f)] 5M + 2S

8 v′ = −(Gw3 + h + v1) mod u′ 8M

9 u′, i.e. u2 = (f − v′h − v′2)/u′ 5M + 2S

10 v2 = −(v′ + h) mod u2 3M

Total in fields of arbitrary characteristic I + 61M + 10S
in fields of characteristic 2 I + 53M + 10S

I d = gcd(u1, 1) = 1 = s1a + s3h(s3 = 1, s1 = 0) −
II u′ = u2

1 3S

III v′ = v2
1 + f mod u′ 3S

IV u′′ = ((f − hv′ − v′2)/u′) 3M + 3S

V u2 = u′′ made monic 1I + 2M

VI v2 = −(v′ + h) mod u2 (Karatsuba) 5M

VII u3 := (f − v2 ∗ h − v2
2)/u2 1M + 2S

VIII v3 := −(v2 + h) mod u3 3M

Total in fields of characteristic 2 and with h(x) = 1 I + 14M + 11S
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